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Doctors recount horrors of Gaza healthcare collapse and patients’ wounds
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At least seven dead as South Korean-flagged tanker capsizes off Japan
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	Twelve workers killed in Pakistan coal mine explosion


	EU firms in China forced to focus on risks over business, lobby group says


	North Korea claims progress in development of hypersonic missile


	US appeals court blocks Texas from arresting and deporting migrants
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Video Duration 02 minutes 13 seconds 02:13	What will become of Gaza’s orphaned generation?
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Can India’s Rahul Gandhi defeat Narendra Modi with ‘unity marches’?

The opposition launches its 2024 election campaign amid hope among supporters and cynicism from critics.
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How Israeli settlers are expanding illegal outposts amid Gaza war

Satellite images show the establishment of at least 15 new illegal outposts and dozens of new roads since October 7.
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After 12 years in power, Senegal’s Macky Sall leaves a fragile democracy

Amid the president’s attempt to delay elections and protests by the opposition, how resilient is Senegal’s democracy?
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Coffee’s in danger: Can Vietnam’s Robusta save it from climate change?

In Vietnam, producers are on an urgent quest: To rehabilitate the widely grown, but much-maligned, Robusta coffee bean.
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Elite Afghan soldiers turn barbers, gym trainers in India to escape Taliban

Trading guns for hair clippers and dumbbells, they’ve had to desert their dreams – like their government deserted them.
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Record number of people executed for drug offences in 2023
In its annual report, Harm Reduction International says at least 467 drug-related executions took place last year.
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